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Vinyl is a robust and resilient material that can withstand heavy wear and 
tear. It is resistant to damage from foot traffic, spills, and debris, making It a 
durable choice for protecting your vehicle's flooring.  Vinyl mats are suitable 
for all seasons. They can handle moisture and mud in wet conditions and 
are easy to clean in snowy or rainy weather. 

One of our finest automotive floor mats gives your car a luxury look. 
The mats are high-quality and made to last. They are available in 
different colors, designs, and thicknesses. Multi-colored designer mats 
to match car interiors. Wrinkle-free and does not crack.
  

Our carpet floor mats can be the perfect addition to your car’s interior. 
They keep your car’s floor clean and dust-free and are specifically 
designed to complement your interior. They offer an excellent fit and 
can stay intact even after years of usage.

Our floor mats are crafted with raised edges to fit your car floor 
perfectly. The mats feature a coating that can withstand all weather and 
are waterproof. They protect your car’s interior against water, snow, 
mud, dirt, and oil. The floor mats are high quality and do not easily deform 
or split even after years of usage. 

Printed carpet mats can enhance the overall look and feel of your car's
The primary advantage of printed carpet car floor mats is the ability to 
customize them with various designs, logos, patterns, or even personal 
photos. This allows you to add a personal touch to your vehicle's interior 
and make it uniquely yours interior.

The Plush Carpet Mats are a worthy addition to the interiors of your car. 
They are durable, moisture-resistant, and will not absorb dust, dirt, and mud. 
The mats also act as a sound dampener as they absorb noise from different 
sections of the car. They are the best flooring option for your car.

3D car floor mats are designed to fit the specific contours and dimensions
of your vehicle's floor space. These mats provide superior protection for 
your vehicle's flooring against dirt, mud, spills,and debris. These mats 
are designed to handle all seasons, including harsh winter conditions.  

Explore our 3D Mats made using 2-layered technology. They are custom fit 
to give your car floor the perfect fitting. The mats have demold reinforced 
edges and a raised perimeter to keep your car’s carpet dry and dust free.
Remove the carpet during the rainy season and utilize it as a 3D mat with 
the aid of eyelets.

Vinyl Car Floor Mat

Designer Car Floor Mat

Standard Carpet Floor Mat

Printed Carpet Floor Mat

Premium Carpet Floor Mat

Plush Carpet Floor Mat

3 Dimensional Car Floor Mat

3 Dimensional with Carpet Floor Mat



3D boot mats are designed to fit a specific make and model of vehicle, 
ensuring a precise and snug fit. These mats protect the trunk or cargo 
area from dirt, spills, stains, scratches, and other damage. They help 
maintain the resale value of the vehicle by preserving the original 
carpeting or flooring.

The 7D car mats are designed to provide end-to-end fit while 
adding the highest level of comfort to the vehicle's interior. Furthermore. 
These carpets require little upkeep, trap dirt, and are often 
waterproof.  Cleaning 7D car mats is easy. They are normally 
waterproof and may be readily removed from the car for cleaning.  

Rain Visor is to prevent rainwater from entering the vehicle when the 
windows are partially open. It helps keep the interior dry during wet weather, 
allowing drivers and passengers to enjoy fresh air without getting wet. By
deflecting the air away from the window openings, rain visors can help 
reduce wind noise when driving at higher speeds with the windows 
partially open.

Mud Flaps are functional accessories that provide important protection 
for vehicles and their surroundings. They help prevent debris and road 
grime from causing damage, enhance road safety, and are often required 
by regulations on certain types of vehicles.  

A car trash bin is a practical and convenient accessory that helps keep the 
interior of a vehicle clean and organized while promoting responsible 
waste disposal. It offers versatility in design and functionality to suit the 
needs and preferences of vehicle owners and passengers.

Multi-cup holders can accommodate various types of beverage containers, 
including cups, coffee mugs, water bottles, cans, and more. Some 
holders have adjustable or removable dividers to accommodate 
different sizes of containers.

 
The product increases power by directing ambient air into the 
e n g i n e  c o m p a r t m e n t  t o  c o o l  t h e  e n g i n e  m o r e  q u i c k l y. 
It  can be quickly mended using the double-sided tape that 
is provided on the roduct's back. It is a true air intake cover because of the 
two large grill lines on the bonnet scoop.

Enhance the efficiency and performance of your vehicle with a Sports Kit. AlSso, 
customize your car and upgrade the dynamics of the automobile design as 
required. Give a stylish look to the vehicle.

3 Dimensional Trunk Mat

7 Dimensional Car Floor Mat

Rain Visor

Mud Flap

Car Trash Bin

Multi Cup Holder

Bonnet Air Scoop

Side Cladding



Side Scoop

Side Scoops is to enhance the vehicle's visual appeal. They can add a 
sporty or  aggressive look to the vehicle,  contr ibut ing 
to its overall design.

Aluminium Scuff Plate
Aluminum scuff plates often have a sleek and modern appearance, 
enhancing the overall aesthetics of the vehicle's interior. They can be 
customized with various finishes and designs to match the interior's style.
Aluminum scuff plates are relatively easy to clean and maintain. They 
can be wiped clean with a damp cloth.

PP with Insert Scuff Plate
PP scuff plate with an insert refers to a vehicle component made primarily
from polypropylene, which includes an additional material or component 
(the insert) to enhance aesthetics, durability, and customization options. 
These scuff plates serve to protect the vehicle's door sills and thresholds 
while also contributing to the interior design of the vehicle.  

Trunk Sill Guard

Trunk sill guard serves as a practical and aesthetic accessory for vehicles. 
It protects the entrance area of the trunk or cargo space from damage 
caused by everyday use and loading activities, enhances the vehicle's 
appearance, and is generally easy to install and maintain.

Tail Finisher
Tail Finisher is to enhance the visual appeal of the vehicle's rear end. It is 
designed to provide a polished and finished look to the tailgate area, 
contributing to the overall aesthetics of the vehicle. They can also provide 
a level of protection to the tailgate or rear hatch area. They can help 
shield the underlying paint or surface from minor scratches and scuffs.

SS Trunk Sill Guard

Stainless steel has a sleek and polished appearance, which can enhance 
the vehicle's exterior. The SS trunk sill guard adds a touch of style and 
sophistication to the rear end of the vehicle. It serves as a barrier against 
wear and tear caused by the friction of objects being loaded or unloaded 
from the trunk.

Luggage Carrier

Use roof racks to expand the space in your auto-mobile. No matter 
how long the trip, they are simple to put on all kinds of vehicles and can 
keep your stuff secure. Sleek style that enhances the appearance of 
your car. Extensive mounting space for accessories.

Luggage Box

Every necessity is met by the variety of Roof boxes we offer. Our roof box will 
never let you down, whether you're taking a trip, having a picnic, or you simply 
want to add some extra space to your car. Interior and outer surfaces are both 
smooth. Durable and straightforward to clean. Every car may benefit from its 
elegant design.



Car Trunk Organiser
Users can keep all of their tools and other equipment in the car trunk 
organizer so that they are portable. The product's PU construction enhances 
both its performance and longevity. Large Application for Groceries, First 
Aid Kits, Tools, Picnics, Pet Needs, Cleaning Supplies, Sporting Goods, 
Books, Children's Toys, and Other Items You Need to Store in the Vehicle.

Bumper Corner Protector
This will be a perfect solution to save your thousands of dollar/rupees on 
replacement and repainting. Waterproof, heat-resistant, abrasion-resistant, 
and anti-aging, providing sufficient service life for your car. Anti-scratch 
stickers are widely used in cars.

Stepney Cover

With our selection of Stepney covers, give the additional wheel in your car a
safe and comfortable covering. In order to prevent fungus in rain and color 
fading in the sun, durable TPE is anti-mildew and very light fast. A glove-like 
fit on your spare wheel is guaranteed by the simple installation and strong 
elastic string at the mouth.

Tractor - Fender Seat
Tractor fender cushion seat is to enhance the comfort of the operator. 
It provides a padded surface that reduces the impact of vibrations and 
shocks, making long hours of tractor operation more bearable. 
These cushions are designed to fit specific tractor models or fender sizes. 
It's essential to ensure that the cushion seat you choose is compatible 
with your tractor to ensure a proper fit.

Bed Liner

 A bed liner is a protective coating or material applied to the bed of a pickup 
truck or other similar utility vehicle.Its primary purpose is to 
shield the truck bed from damage caused by various forms of cargo 
and to enhance its durability and longevity. 

Designer Foot Mat

One of our finest automotive floor mats gives your car a luxury look. The 
mats are high-quality and made to last. They are available in different colors, 
designs, and thicknesses. Multi-colored designer mats to match car interiors.
Rubberized vinyl to resist wear and water damage. 

Vinyl Mud Flap

A vinyl mud flap is an automotive accessory typically used on trucks, trailers
and other large vehicles. Its primary purpose is to prevent mud, water, 
debris, and other road contaminants from being thrown onto the road or 
other vehicles while the vehicle is in motion. 

Tractor Canopy
Tractor canopy is to provide shade to the tractor operator, protecting them 
from direct sunlight. This can help prevent sunburn and heat-related illnesses 
during long hours of work in the field. Canopies often have UV-resistant 
coatings, which not only protect the operator from the sun but also help 
prevent fading and damage to the tractor's interior components.



Tailgate Seat Organiser

The Tail gate Seat organizer is a unique addition to the tailgate of any pickup. 
It is specially formed and contoured with an air pocket in the bottom to provide 
a comfortable seat without adding foam or a cushion.

Premium Expedition Tent

Tents provide protection from various weather conditions, including rain, 
wind, and sun. This shelter is essential for maintaining comfort and 
safety during outdoor activities or events. Open n just a few seconds.
Self ejecting and push down on the top hydraulic bracket to ensure 
full opening. 

Sleeping Bag
Sleeping bags are typically insulated with materials like synthetic fibers or 
natural down feathers. The insulation traps warm air close to the body, 
helping to keep the sleeper warm. These have a snug fit to maximize heat 
retention and minimize weight. They are suitable for cold weather.

Collapsible Storage Folding Box Bucket

Heavy Duty Collapsible Folding Box Bucket - 18 litres. Must have at home 
or during Travel. Collapsible bucket makes it easy to keep all things at one 
place. Easy to keep and use. Great product during travels too, just put it 
into your trunk with all items stored in it.

Industrial Anti-Fatigue Mat

Anti-fatigue mats are made from materials that offer cushioning and shock 
absorption. Workers who stand for long periods, such as in industrial 
settings, retail, healthcare, or kitchens, can experience pain and discomfort 
in their feet, legs, and lower back. Anti-fatigue mats can help alleviate 
these issues.

Car Neck Rest
 Car neck rests are often shaped to fit the contour of the car seat or 
headrest. They may have a curved or contoured design to provide 
optimal support for the neck and head while sitting in a car. Car neck 
rests are usually made from comfortable and supportive materials like 
memory foam, foam padding, or other cushioning materials. 

Lumber Support
 Lumbar Support is to reduce the strain on the lower back when sitting for 
extended periods. which is a common issue for people who spend long 
hours sitting at desks or driving. It can also reduce the risk of developing 
musculoskeletal problems in the lower back.

Car Arm Rest

Car armrest is designed to provide a comfortable resting place for the
driver's or passenger's arm while driving or sitting in the car. They are 
typically covered in materials like leather, cloth, or vinyl to match the 
car's interior and provide a comfortable surface. 



Encourages body a l ignment  your  feet  and legs should be 
angled so that your hips, back, and shoulders are aligned. With our 
wedge for cars, your feet are lifted into the correct position. Hard flooring is 
harsh on feet. They need to treat them right. Sitting in your car for extended 
periods can lead to numbness and discomfort in your legs and feet. 

Wedge Foot Rest

Anti-Fatigue Mat

Anti-fatigue mats are made from materials that offer cushioning and shock 
absorption. They are designed to reduce the pressure on the feet and 
lower limbs, which can help prevent fatigue and discomfort. By 
encouraging subtle movements of the leg muscles, anti-fatigue mats 
promote better blood circulation.

Car Air Purifier
Car air purifiers can be a helpful addition to your vehicle, especially if you 
suffer from allergies or if you frequently transport pets or encounter odors. 
They can help create a cleaner and more pleasant environment inside your 
car by reducing airborne pollutants.

Dual USB Port Car Humidifier

C a r  h u m i d i fi e r s  c a n  h e l p  c r e a t e  a  m o r e  c o m f o r t a b l e 
environment inside your vehicle, particularly in situations where the 
air is excessively dry. They can be especially beneficial during long drives 
or in regions with low humidity.

 Car Mount Mobile Holder
A car mobile holder, also known as a car phone mount or car phone holder, 
is a device designed to secure and hold a mobile phone in a vehicle. It 
provides a safe and convenient way to use your phone for navigation, 
hands-free calling, or other tasks while driving, without having to hold the 
phone in your hand.

PD Car Charger

 PD car chargers come with multiple USB ports, both Type-A and 
Type-C, to charge multiple devices simultaneously. Some even offer 
several PD-compatible ports for faster charging of multiple PD devices.

MFI Data Charging Cable
An MFi data charging cable is a type of charging and data transfer cable 
that is certified by Apple to be compatible with its devices, including 
iPhones, iPads, and iPods.

Wireless Car Mobile Charger
Wireless car mobile holders are a practical solution for keeping your 
phone charged and accessible while on the road. They reduce cable 
clutter and make it easier to use your smartphone for navigation, 
hands-free calling, and other tasks without needing to plug and 
unplug a charging cable each time you get in and out of your car.
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